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Digital Transformation is Cultural Transformation1 
My enduring interest has been in personal and social psychology and how such theory and practice is relevant 
at the intersect of leadership and organizational effectiveness.  I believe that our biggest challenges and 
opportunities arise at that intersection where the individual engages the group, where the leader engages the 
organization.  I have spent the last 24 years working with senior managers in large organizations and 
partnering them on their own leadership journeys to sense, understand and respond with innovative 
interventions to what happens at the intersect of the leader and the organization.   Given the radical nature of 
what is being called the 4th industrial revolution, this intersect of the personal and the social will be a critical 
success factor to ensuring the effective execution of digital transformation strategies. 

The importance of Culture when working on organisational and leadership development. 

An important point of departure is to understand and appreciate that “culture” is a very fluid phenomenon 
that is also multi-faceted (it has many different ‘faces’), multi-layered and emergent rather than static.  And 
that evidence of the expression of the culture of an organization ranges of the very concrete (often espoused) 
evidence of ‘how we understand the world’ and ‘how we do things around here (the look and feel of the 
workplace itself) to the far more subtle and often covert/discreet signals of ‘how we actually do things around 
here2’. 

This means that whenever you engage an organization, you have to enter the system as a observer, curious 
about the people and the sense of the place, and to hold those observations lightly, without jumping to early 
conclusions.   

Culture is elusive, and the more you (and the organization) try to pin it down, the more it evades you.  There 
is a need to feel your way into the culture whilst at the same time being very empirical in your data gathering.  
It requires an interesting combination of empathy and observation. 

“You cannot create a new culture…You can immerse yourself in studying a culture until you 
understand it…then you can introduce new ways of doing things and articulate new governing ideas.  
Over time, these actions will set the stage for new behaviours… you have set the stage for the culture 
to evolve” (Edgar Schein) 

My understanding is that working on culture is always a dual consideration of the business system (the tasks 
and activities that define the work itself) and the organizational systrem (the people and their relationships 
with each other and the work that is being done).   

A conversation about Culture inevitably becomes a conversation about the strategic and operational aspects 
of the business itself.  This means that you cannot separate strategy from capabilities, operational 
performance from ways of working/practices, the business/product brand value proposition from the 
underlying belief systems of the people who conceive and deliver those products or services!    

  

 
1 By Sean Germond, February 2020. 
2 Ref Edgar Schein’s excellent work on culture 
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Working on Culture is always about “Change Leadership” 

When one is working on culture, this is usually because there is a change agenda.  And that change agenda is 
typically based on addressing growth or improving efficiencies – these days, a combination of the two.   This 
creates a dynamic tension in the organization that is often expressed in potentially conflicting business 
priorities (we need to invest and we need to cut costs!).   

For most senior leaders, the lived experience of this is a dilemma that needs to be reconciled:  on the one 
hand, I need to deliver change AND on the other hand, I need to ensure stability (to fine-tune the 
machine/maintain the operation).  And here is the interesting thing – in both hands, change is required, 
where your success in delivering on that change agenda, in executing the well-crafted plans, is going to be 
determined by your ability to work on the culture. 

Working on culture is about paying attention to both the defined change agenda itself (what is 
happening/what has been prioritized, what will be changed and why) as well as the capacity for people to 

adapt to that agenda.     Expressed differently, we are interested in cultural implications of change 
management (delivering on the intended plan) and change leadership (what it takes to ensure people are able 

to adjust and adapt to that change).  

 
Figure 1.  The "River of Change" 

My favorite metaphor that informs an approach to change management and change leadership is to talk 
about crossing “The River of Change” (ref: Pio Barone Lumaga).  A river is an apt expression of the all the key 
aspects of change:   

• the broader landscape that is defines and determines the river itself (where the water is coming from and 
the physical and often political landscape it is flowing through); 

• the definition of the change that defines what we are trying to achieve (get to the river bank on other 
side) and what we need to depart from/let of (the bank where we find ourselves approaching) and the 
magnitude of the “from-to” gap that needs to be crossed – the expanse of the water;  

• the dynamic and fluid nature of the underlying drivers of the required change as well as the change itself 
(the current, turbulence, ebb and flows) and (if seen from above) the place where we have chosen to 
cross this river; 

• the impact that such change will have on people as depicted by the different characters that represent all 
the different human responses to change; 

• the need to create a collective awareness of the need to cross the river, the involvement and participation 
of everyone in aspects of the  plan to get across, the steep learning curve that such a crossing will demand 
as well as the agility required in learning from mistakes being made/course correcting; and of course,  

• the reality that you will get wet yourself - being personally impacted and transformed as a result of the 
crossing! 
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An enabling culture to support digital transformation  

We speak about “digital transformation” so perhaps it would help to remind ourselves that the word 
“transformation” refers to a step change in something.  So, Digital Transformation implies a radical departure 
from what is known/familiar, challenging our deep-seated assumptions of our business and operating model, 
having to get across the river (leaving this side to get to the other side).  However, we also know that the 
digital transformation journey often includes elements of incremental change (which I understand to relate to 
how information technology can improve efficiencies/reduce costs, for example through process 
improvements such as automation). 

Using the River of Change as a metaphor, Digital Transformation is not only about “getting to the other side”, 
“delivering on the Growth agenda”; it is also about the many on-going adjustments (such as using information 
technology for process automation) to the improve your capacity and capabilities in crossing the river.  And 
you cannot cross the river without getting wet - Digital Transformation is also about being fundamentally 
changed by that experience!.   

Given the exponential nature of the convergence of digital technologies (and the specific developments in the 
sector that your business operates in), digital transformation is about becoming “fit for the future” - there are 
many more rivers to cross!   This means, any digital transformation journey, by necessity, requires a 
disproportionate focus on nurturing an enabling culture that will be supportive of the required step changes 
(and incremental changes) that are part of the strategic plan.     

Culture is a crucial part of most organisations’ success or failure – yet, given its complexity, is also one of the 
most difficult things to influence 

 

 
Figure 2 Culture is multi-layered from the observed to the unobserved 

“Life is not what one lived, but what one remembers and how one remembers it, in 
order to recount it”.  

Gabriel Garcia Marquez (Living to tell the Tale). 2014 
 
  

– Source: Edgar H. Schein
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An enabling culture in response to Digital Transformation? 

I have had executives ask the question:  “how do we create the burning platform to accelerate people’s 
engagement of the digital future we are planning for?”   My response usually involves two aspects: (1) It is 
important to abandon the idea that one is able to plan for, design and create a culture that somehow is the 
ideal in relation to what is required for the success of your Digital Strategy; and (2) have you ever found 
yourself trapped on a burning platform?    

A burning platform implies either that something is broken or there is an emerging issue (exponential change 
as a result of the digital era we are racing into) that implies that the current culture is somehow 
“dysfunctional”.  Ironically, the existing culture is what is contributing to the results the organization is getting 
at any point in time1, so we need to learn to work with what is, influence what is to become more aligned 
with the results we want to achieve in the future, starting today. 

In an excellent article2, Sonja Blignaut provides a compelling case for the need to rather think about “…an 
ever-evolving fit for purpose culture that is unique to your specific context…an ever evolving conversation, an 
on-going narrative that is constantly emerging from…every day interactions between people and [their] 
environment, systems, processes around them”.   Key to this argument is to abandon a mechanistic idea of 
culture being an object that is static, to avoid the trap of seeing concrete artefacts as evidence that you can 
somehow create new artefacts that would define the new culture. 

Guiding Principles to keep in mind when embarking on a digital transformation strategy 

Keeping in mind Edgar Schein’s wise words on ‘you cannot create culture’, and building on the idea of ‘shifting 
towards’ rather than ‘creating’ a culture that is aligned with the realities of Digital Transformation, I would 
suggest that you consider the following guiding principles to ensuring that you begin to influence/shift the 
current pervasive culture of the organisation.   

Perhaps see these guiding principles as part of your digital leadership strategy in order to prepare people to 
engage and embrace the changes that will result from the execution of a digital strategy. 

• Anyone tasked with changing a culture must work to understand the dominant narratives that are 
pervasive within the organisation.  Narratives are effectively the stories we tell ourselves and each other 
about who we are, and why we do what we do and how we do it around here.  These are stories (often 
anecdotes or ‘small fragments of meaning”) that are exchanged each day in the many interactions that 
happen informally in the organisation - in the canteen, before a meeting starts, going up the escalators or 
in the lifts, walking down the corridors and, of course, formally in workplace meetings. 

• There needs to be a clear (and simple) and consistent definition and articulation of the “From-To” of the 
changes, and what happens in-between.  That this is not locked away in a top-secret/for your eyes only 
document that only a few have access to.  Often the magnitude of the change is not shared given the 
recognition that the human impact thereof is significant – senior managers inadvertently withhold 
information, or factual data, about the change that is required (and about the impact this will have on 
existing work processes, the required competencies and, most importantly, the behaviors and beliefs of 
those impacted by the change 

 
1 Ref: Heifetz, R; Grashow, A; Linsky, M. (2009) The practice of adaptive leadership. Harvard Business Review Press.  
2 Ref: Sonja Blignaut (July 2016) Evolving organizational culture: applying the lens of complexity to organizational culture.  More 

Beyond. 
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• People need to be encouraged to be curious, confident and able to ask questions about the planned 
changes envisaged and be given the opportunity to have that conversation.  An enabling culture is one 
that knows that fiction always trumps fact -a healthy dose of myth-busting is required!  If you do not 
create opportunities for on-going conversations that build a mutual awareness of the what, why and how 
of the digital transformation strategy, then you will not get out of the starting blocks at the speed you 
expect.  

• Everyone needs to understand, appreciate and commit to the steep learning curve that needs to track 
alongside the potentially exponential rate of change that may accompany digital transformation.  That 
learning is both about both the personal (my own beliefs, attitudes and behaviours) and organizational 
(our collective understanding, assumptions, ways of working and ways of interacting with each other) 
leadership.  That learning is also about the new functional and technical knowledge and skills required by 
the changes that are anticipated (these competencies include an understanding of the new business and 
related operating models to support the digital transformation, and then the actual ‘know-how’ in 
working in and with the new as a result of the changes. 

• There needs to be an on-going and built in feedback process that not only reinforces the achievements 
that are being made when things are going well, but also ensures prompt corrective action as adaptive 
and agile responses to when there are mistakes being made!  This is about on-going nudging and course 
correcting in real-time rather than after the fact.   The new stories that are being told (how the story itself 
is framed as well as the content of that story) that are coherent with the implications/impact of the digital 
transformation need to be amplified and reinforced.   

• When an organization makes the bold decision to embark on digital transformation, it needs to change 
with that change.  A bit like Ghandi’s famous quote:  “you must become the change you wish to see.”  
This means that your actions need to be consistent with your words, execution needs to match rhetoric.   

“Digital Transformation is Cultural Transformation” 

The reality of “Digital Transformation” is that it challenges conventional wisdom/basic assumptions about the 
why we do what we do, as well as the how we do what we do.  It requires the agility to move at speed (fast 
and slow) and will have long lasting consequences for the bigger ecosystem we are part of (for better and for 
worse) as we reimagine both our operating models and the future-fit knowledge and skills that will be 
required.    

Digital transformation is where information technology meets human endeavor and all our established 
disciplines – from social science to design, engineering to natural sciences, economics to anthropology.    

Digital transformation is cultural transformation:  you cannot have digital transformation without thinking 
about user interfaces with such information technology/process automation, and how end-users will respond 
to such transformations in their ways of working or ways of interacting with others. 

 “After all is said and done, more is said than done” 

With a recent client where the top 200 were attending a significant conference to both show-case and 
accelerate their digital transformation journey (process automation a key priority to improve speed and 
efficiencies of transactions), no one showed up for the seminar that posed the question: “how to accelerate 
people transformation?”!  There was such a disconnect with what was being planned, and the level of 
leadership engagement that was required for real digital leadership to take place!!    
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At the risk of brevity, I believe that there is one fundamental challenge associated with Cultural Change in any 
organization – be that a large commercial enterprise with multiple business entities across different 
geographies with centralized shared services or a medium sized family owned business or a family that is 
struggling to adapt to changing parenting practices required for growing teenagers.  “After all is said and 
done, more is said than done”.    The primary challenge is the first step one has to take from the initial 
rhetoric – the espoused grand plan.  The need to focus on delivering early and compelling evidence that you 
are doing something, and that was is done validates the reason and benefits for doing it!    

 
“It's easier to act your way into a new way of thinking, than think your way into a 

new way of acting.1” 
( 

How Cultural transformation can enable Digital transformation 

Consider that there are 3 implications of the phrase “you need to act your way into a new way of thinking” 

• There needs to be concrete and early evidence of taking action (doing something and leveraging the 
impact thereof)… and this early evidence needs to demonstrate both the willingness to take risks (and 
learn from them – the fail fast fail forward notion) and decisive action to demonstrate and celebrate small 
wins that result from such action 

• Those in authority (remember the fish rots from the head?) need to walk the talk…. They, themselves 
have got to get engaged, and need to behave (act) in ways that are required by Digital Transformation.  
Revisiting the River of Change, they need to get wet themselves, they need to remain empathetic and 
tuned into to how other’s are being impacted by the changes, and they need to collaborate in ways that 
are potentially a radical departure from what has been conventional wisdom and/or the KPIs that 
incentivised silo thinking and actions… 

• It is interesting how we default to thinking about “barriers to change”.  I would suggest that leading 
others through rapid change also requires us to reframe “barrier” (a boundary/limit/obstacle) to that of 
an “opening” (an entrance into, a passage, a way across).   I guess, stated differently, perhaps a key 
leadership question is ”what is the opportunity?” that this change presents to us? 

In closing 

An enabling culture is necessary to execute a digital transformation strategy - digital transformation is 
cultural transformation 

As you think about initiating a cultural change in your organisation you need to remember that culture itself 
cannot be changed (it is an outcome of a myriad of forces and factors), you can only influence culture by 
engaging with the underlying beliefs/mindsets and practices/behaviours of the organisation. 

As you develop a Digital Transformation Strategy, remember that the culture change is personal first, then 
social/organisational.  You need to start close in, with yourself, and then you need to lead (act, behave) in 
ways that are consistent with the changes being contemplated. 

 
Sean Germond 
Director (Pygmalion) 
Psychologist, Organizational Leadership Practitioner, Executive Coach 
www.pygmalion.co.za, Cape Town, South Africa. February 2020 

 
1 Attributed to Jerry Sternin (The Power of Positive Deviance: How Unlikely Innovators Solve the World's Toughest Problems) as well as 

Richard Pascale (Delivering Results). 


